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ABSTRACT 

The roads need to be repaved are those possessing a lot of damage, rutting causing many problems 

for vehicles and drivers. Two methods of repaving roads are introduced in this paper. The first 

method includes constructing two layers of pavement structure above the road directly without 

removing the old wearing surface of this road. The second includes constructing the same two 

layers of pavement structure above the road after removing the old wearing surface to the surface of 

the old base course. The two layers are leveling layer from crushed aggregate and new overlay 

surfacing layer from asphaltic concrete. The effect of these layers is to reduce the stresses and 

deflections to permissible limits of old foundation. This piece of paper uses the elastic theory and 

Excel program to establish an approach for overlaying design of flexible repaved road structure.  

Using this approach, the designer may be able to determine the suitable thicknesses of pavement 

layers of overlaying flexible repaved road structure. 

Kay words: Flexible pavement – Repaved road – Pavement cracks – Elastic layer theory – Stresses – Strains. 

1.  Introduction 

Failure of flexible pavement surfacing layer may appear in the form of rutting or 

cracking.  Rutting is formed when the road is subjected to over-loading by vehicles. The 

pavement crack is formed because of long term exposure to the normal load of vehicles 

and expansion / contraction due to temperature changes. So, this road must be repaved to 

overcome these problems. Re-surfacing of damage roads with asphalt macadam offers a 

solution to the problem caused by it.  The damage roads may be reclaimed with a non-skid 

surface that will last for many years without an annual treatment of a sticky surfacing 

material, and at an extremely low cost [1].  

Two methods of repaving road are introduced in this paper. The first method includes 

constructing two layers of pavement structure above the old pavement directly without 

removing the old wearing surface of this road. The second method includes constructing 

the same two layers of pavement structure above the road after removing the old wearing 

surface pavement to the surface of the old base course. The two layers are leveling layer 

from crushed aggregate and new overlay surfacing layer from asphaltic concrete. The 

leveling layer consists of crushed aggregates stabilized or unstabilized with a cementing 

material like Portland cement, lime, fly ash or asphaltic cement. This layer has engineering 
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properties better than the old base course layer. This layer can be considered as the primary 

layer that distributes the traffic loads to the old layers. The top layer is new overlay 

resurfacing layer, which is a mixture of asphalt cement and aggregate. The purpose of this 

layer is to protect the leveling layer from abrasion due to wheels of vehicles and provides a 

skid resistance surface that is important for safe vehicle slopes [2]. Figures 1 and 2 show 

the typical cross sections of overlay flexible repaved road structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Typical cross section of two layers overlay old wearing surface (case 

one) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Typical cross section of two layers overlay old base course (case two). 
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According to AASHTO, the design of flexible pavement is based on an application of 

elastic layer theory in which the asphalt pavement is characterized by a multilayered elastic 

system [3].  Boussinesq’s theory is more mathematically oriented method for estimating 
soil pressures and deflections at various points in homogenous soil. Yoder and Witezak 

[4], Palmer and Barber [5], Ahivin et al. [6], Abd Alla [7] and Hashem [8] presented 

influence charts and equations for determination of stress and deflection in elastic soil 

masses.  Also, the behavior of layered pavement system under static loads is investigated 

to indicate load transmission through layers.  These charts can be used for determining the 

various construction layers. Also, the behavior of layered pavement system under static 

loads is investigated to indicate load transmission through layers. The effect of thickness 

and properties of pavement layers on the stresses through layers are also investigated. 

This piece of present research aims to investigate the effect of changing the type and 

strength of pavement layer materials and their thickness on the stress of the surface of the 

road. Also, an approach for overlaying design of flexible repaved road structure is 

presented basing on an application of elastic layer theory in which the asphalt pavement is 

characterized a multilayered elastic system using Excel  Program. Using this method, the 

designer may be able to determine the suitable thicknesses of pavement layers of 

overlaying flexible repaved road structure. The parameters used in this study are modulus 

of elasticity of each layer, allowable stress on the road surface, tire pressure applied on the 

road surface and thickness of each layer. It depends on the modulus of elasticity of each 

layer of flexible pavement. 

2. Boussinesq equation for the stress and displacement 

The design method of theory of elastic behavior is based on elastic response of the 

pavement to traffic stresses. To design a pavement structure, the stresses and deflections in 

the pavement system must be calculated. The Boussinesq theory gives equations for the 

stress and displacement at any point within the solid due to a point load acting normal to 

the surface [2].  The basic equation for the stress at a point in the system is: 
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The maximum vertical stress z at any point below an earth mass due to a uniformly 

distributed circular loaded area according to Boussinesq is as follows: 
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Where: 

P  = wheel load.  
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z = depth of the point.  

a  = equivalent load radius  

r = radial distance from the centerline of the point load to another point.  

     z    =  maximum vertical stress at distance z below the center of circular loaded 

area. 

A schematic representation of one layer elastic system is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Stresses acting on an element. 

3. Scope of research 

The elastic stresses and deflections in the pavement structure are obtained depending 

upon the type of material in each layer. These values of stresses and displacements 

distributions are calculated considering the applied stress at the surface as unity.  

3.1. Case I: Two layers above the surface of the old wearing surface 

In this case, two layers of different materials are constructed directly above old 

pavement without removing the old wearing surface. The two layers are leveling layer 

from crushed aggregate and new overlay surfacing layer from asphaltic concrete. Fig.1 

shows typical cross section of this case. Two parameters are taken in this case. The first 

parameter is the modulus of elasticity E for both new overlay surfacing layer, leveling 

layer and old wearing surface pavement and is taken as: 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 and 

3500 kg/cm
2
 for new overlay surfacing layer (E1), 125, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 kg/cm

2
 for 
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leveling layer (E2) and 2000 kg/cm
2
 as a min. value for old wearing surface pavement (Eow) 

respectively. The second parameter is the thicknesses of both leveling layer and new 

overlay surfacing layer and is taken as: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 cm for leveling layer and 

2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12 and 14 cm for new overlay surfacing layer . 

3.2.Case II: Two layers above the surface of old base course  

In this case, two layers of different materials are constructed above old flexible 

pavement after remove the old wearing surface to the surface of old base course. The two 

layers are leveling layer and new overlay surfacing layer. Fig.2 shows typical cross section 

of this case. Also, two parameters are taken in this case. The first parameter is the modulus 

of elasticity E for both new overlay surfacing layer, leveling layer and old base course.  

The second parameter is the thicknesses of both leveling layer and new overlay surfacing 

layer. The same values of parameters are also taken in this case, except the modulus of 

elasticity of old base is taken as 250 kg/cm
2
 as min. value.  

4. Overlay design of flexible repaved road structure approach 

According to Boussinesq theory as mentioned before, the max. vertical stress z is 

taken as P1  at any point below an earth mass due to a uniformly distributed circular loaded 

area. P1 can be calculated with using equation 3 as shown in Fig. 3. 
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In which a is the radius of circular load pressure which is taken here as 30 cm to 

represent the contact area of the truck wheel which use the road.  

This equation would be modified as:  
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For multilayered pavement structure, it may be modified to an equivalent height of 

pavement structure and the above formula will be applied as follows: 
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o
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P
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Where: 

P1       = maximum vertical stress at old pavement surface or at depth (he)T . 

Po       = uniformly distributed circular load at the surface = tire pressure. 

(he)T     = equivalent height of pavement layers 
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                  =sum of equivalent height of each layer . 

(he)T     = [(he)surfacing layer + (he) leveling layer]     for case of two layers                            (6) 

Where: 

[(he)surfacing layer   = equivalent height for asphaltic concrete surface 

layer. 

 (he) leveling layer = equivalent height for base layer surface.  

According to  Abd Alla  [7] for pavement layer, the thickness hp can be replaced by an 

equivalent thickness of pavement structure he, where: 

 he = hp (Ep / Ee)
1/3

                                                                                                       (7) 

5. Results and analysis of pavement structure design 

Charts for overlaying design of flexible repaved road structure are obtained using Excel 

program and the different  parameters mentioned previously, such as modulus of elasticity 

E for different layers, thickness of leveling layer hleveling layer and thickness of new overlay 

asphaltic concrete surface h new surface. By using Equations (2) and (7) the relationship 

between total equivalent height of new pavement structure (he)T new and the relative stress 

above old pavement to the applied pressure at new overlay pavement surface (P/Po) is 

obtained as shown in Fig.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. New Pavement height equivalent versus relative old pavement/new overlay 

surfacing stress. 
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As shown from this figure, the total equivalent height of new pavement structure 

(he)Tnew decreases with the increase of the relative stress above old pavement to the applied 

pressure at new overlay pavement surface (P/Po). The suggested equation which represents 

the relation between the total equivalent height of new pavement structure (he)T and the 

relative stress above old pavement to the applied pressure at new overlay pavement surface 

(Po/Pnew) is given as follows:  

P/Po = 9  10
-5

(he)
2
T - 0.0197 (he)T  + 1.1488                                                                 (8) 

With best correlation factor R
2
 = 0.9913.  

5.1.Case I: Two layers above the surface of old wearing surface 

Figures 5 and 6 represent the relation between various construction layers thickness h 

and its equivalent heights he at different stiffness factor (E1/Eow), (E2/Eow).  As shown from 

these figures, the various construction layers thickness increase with the increase its 

equivalent heights and decrease with the increase of elastic modulus of each layer.  

   Different charts which shown in Fig.7 to Fig.9 represent the relation between leveling 

layer thickness and relative stress above old wearing surface to the applied pressure at new 

overlay pavement surface. These charts are applied at different elastic modulus of each 

layer. The thickness of new overlay surfacing layer is kept at 5cm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Surfacing layer (new overlay) thickness versus its equivalent height case I. 
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Fig. 6. Leveling layer thickness versus its equivalent height case I. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Leveling layer thickness versus relative old wearing surface pavement/ new 

surface stresses, case (h new surface =5, E1/Eow=0.5). 
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Fig. 8. Leveling layer thickness versus relative old wearing surface pavement/ new 

surface stresses, case, (h new surface =5, E1/Eow= 1). 

Referring to Figures 7, 8 and 9, the results show that the  leveling layer thickness 

decreases dramatically by the increase of the relative stress above old wearing surface to 

the applied pressure at new overlay pavement surface (P/Po) and the rate of increase is 

almost constant regardless to the stiffness factor Ei/Eow. Also, it can be shown from these 

figures that the leveling layer thickness decreases with the increase of the stiffness factor 

Ei/Eow.  For example, as shown in Fig.7, in case of E2/Eow = 0.125, leveling layer thickness 

decreases from 40 cm at relative stress P/Po = 0.75 to 23 cm at relative stress P/Po = 0.90   

(about 43 % decrease), while the corresponding values for stiffness factor E2/Eow = 0.25 are 

32 cm and 19 cm, respectively (about 41 % decrease). Comparing Fig.7 and Fig.9 for new 

overlay surfacing stiffness factor E1/Eow = 1 and E1/Eow = 1.5 at the same relative stress 

P/Po = 0.9 (for example) and at the same leveling stiffness factor of E2/Eow = 0.25 (for 

example), the leveling layer thickness decreases from 18 cm to 16 cm respectively. This 

means that the leveling layer thickness decreases with the increase of new overlay 

surfacing stiffness factor E1/Eow as shown in these figures. 

5.2.Case II: Two layers above the surface of old Base course layer 

Figures 10 and 11 represent the relation between various construction layers thickness h 

and its equivalent heights he at different stiffness factor (E1/Eob) and (E2/Eob).  As shown in 

these figures, the various construction layers thickness increase with the increase of its 

equivalent heights and elastic modulus of each layer.  
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Fig. 9. Leveling layer thickness versus relative old wearing surface pavement/ new 

surface stresses, case, (h new surface =5, E1/Eow= 1.5). 

Different charts shown in Figs. 12 to 14 represent the relation between base layer 

thickness and relative stress above old base course to the applied pressure at pavement 

surface. These charts are applied at different elastic modulus of each layer. The thickness 

of new overlay surfacing layer is kept at 5cm. Referring to Figures 12, 13 and 14, the 

results show that leveling layer thickness decreases dramatically by the increase of the 

relative stress P/Po and the rate of increase is almost constant regardless to the stiffness 

factor Ei/Eob. Also it can be shown from these figures that the leveling layer thickness 

decreases with increasing the stiffness factor Ei/Eob. For example, as shown in Fig.12, in 

case of E2/Eob = 1, leveling layer thickness decreases from 39 cm at relative stress P/Po = 

0.4 to 14 cm at relative stress P/Po = 0.8   (about 64 % decrease), while the corresponding 

values for stiffness factor E2/Eob = 3 are 27.5 cm and 9.5 cm, respectively (about 66 % 

decrease).  

Comparing Fig.12 and Fig.14 for new overlay surfacing stiffness factor E1/Eob = 4 and 

E1/Eob = 12 at the same relative stress P/Po = 0.5 (for example) and at the same leveling 

stiffness factor of E2/Eob = 1 (for example), the leveling layer thickness decreases from 

31.5 cm to 27.5 cm respectively.  
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Fig. 10. Surfacing layer (new overlay) thickness versus its equivalent height case II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11. Leveling layer thickness versus its equivalent height case II. 
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Fig.12. Leveling layer thickness versus relative old base course pavement/ new 

surface stresses, case,  (h new surface =5, E1/Eob = 4). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13. Leveling layer thickness versus relative old base course pavement/ new 

surface stresses, case, (h new surface =5, E1/Eob= 8). 
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Fig.14. Leveling layer thickness versus relative old base course pavement/ new 

surface stresses, case (h new surface =5, E1/Eob= 12). 

6. Illustrative example  

The following data are available: tire pressure = 8kg/cm
2
, allowable stress on old 

wearing surface pavement = 6.4 kg/cm
2
, allowable stress on old base course pavement = 

3.2 kg/cm
2 

, modulus of elasticity of leveling layer material = 500 kg/cm
2
, modulus of 

elasticity of new overlay wearing surface = 3000 kg/cm
2
 , modulus of elasticity of old base 

course pavement = 250 kg/cm
2
 and modulus of elasticity of old wearing surface pavement 

= 2000 kg/cm
2
 . It is required to design flexible repaved road for the following cases: 

a. Two layers above surface of old wearing pavement.  

b. Two layers above surface of old base course pavement. 

Solution 

Data Given: 

Pow= 6.4 kg/cm
2
  

Pob= 3.2 kg/cm
2
  

Po = 8 kg/cm
2
  

Eow  = 2000 kg/cm
2
 

Eob = 250 kg/cm
2
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E1 = 3000 kg/cm
2
 

E2 = 500 kg/cm
2
 

First the following values must be calculated: 

Pow/Po   = 6.4/8  = 0.8 

Pob/Po   = 3.2/8  = 0.4 

E1/Eow   = 3000/2000 = 1.5 

E2/Eow   = 500/2000 = 0.25 

E1/Eob   = 3000/250 = 12 

E2/Eob   = 350/250 = 1.4 

6.1.Two layers above surface of old wearing pavement. 

1) Referring to Fig.4 the total equivalent height of pavement structure (he)T can be 

obtained by knowing allowable stress on old wearing surface pavement to applied 

tire pressure. 

At Pow/Po = 0.8 then:   (he)T = 21cm.  

2) The stiffness factor E1/Eow = 1.5 so, the chart shown in Fig. 9 can be used to find the 

leveling layer thickness.  

At:   P/Po = 0.8 and E2/Eow = 0.25  

Then:   h leveling layer  = 25 cm. 

3) Referring to Fig.6, equivalent height of base layer (he) leveling layer can be obtained  

At:   E2/Eow = 0.25 and h leveling layer = 25 cm 

Then:   (he) leveling layer = 16 cm.  

4) Using Equation 5, the equivalent height of wearing surface layer can be determined 

as: 

(he) new overlay surfacing  = 5 cm. 

5) The thickness of new overlay wearing surface layer h new overlay surfacing can be obtained 

using chart shown in Fig.5  

At:   (he) surface = 5 cm and E1/Eow =1.5  

Then:   hsurface       = 4.4cm. 

 Taken 5 cm as a min. value. 

6) Finally the various thicknesses obtained are shown as: 
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h1 = h new overlay surfaceing   = 5 cm 

h2 = h leveling layer    = 25 cm 

Total thickness    = 30 cm  

6.2.Two layers above surface of old base course pavement. 

1) Referring to Fig.4 the total equivalent height of pavement structure (he)T can be 

obtained by knowing allowable stress on old base course pavement to applied tire 

pressure. 

At Pob/Po = 0.4 then:   (he)T = 46cm.  

2) The stiffness factor E1/Eob = 12 so, the chart shown in Fig. 14 can be used to find the 

leveling layer thickness.  

At:   Pob/Po = 0.4 and E2/Eob = 1.4 

Then:   h leveling layer = 32 cm. 

 3) Referring to Fig.11, equivalent height of base layer (he)base can be obtained  

At:   E2/Eob = 1.4  and  h leveling layer = 32 cm 

Then:   (he) leveling layer = 36 cm.  

 4) Using Equation 5, the equivalent height of wearing surface layer can be determined 

as: 

(he) new overlay surfacing  = 10 cm. 

 5) The thickness of wearing surface layer hsurfacecan be obtained using chart shown in 

Fig.10 

At:   (he) new overlay surfacing    = 10 cm  and  E1/Eob =12  

Then:   h new overlay surfacing   = 4.5cm. 

Taken 5 cm as a minimum value. 

 6) Finally the various thicknesses obtained are shown as: 

h1 = h new overlay surfaceing   = 5 cm 

h2 = h leveling layer    = 35 cm 

Total thickness    = 40 cm 
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7. Conclusions 

Based on the results obtained the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. Repaving the flexible pavement above an old wearing surface requires less leveling 

layer thickness compared to over an old base course. This case can be used when 

the old wearing surface is in a good condition. 

2. The thickness of pavement structure decreases with the increase of the relative stress 

above old pavement to the applied pressure at new overlay pavement surface. 

3. The various constructions layer thickness increase with the increase of its equivalent 

heights and decrease with the increase of elastic modulus of each layer. 

4. The leveling layer thickness decreases with the increase of the relative stress above 

old pavement to the applied pressure at new overlay pavement surface. On the 

contrary, it decreases with the increase of elastic modulus of each layer. 

5. As a result of the analysis, design charts for flexible pavement including the effect 

of the thickness and material characteristics of each pavement layer are introduced. 

Nomenclature 

     a   =radius of circular load pressure. 

Ei   = elastic modulus of each material. 

(he)T   =equivalent height of pavement layers 

 (he)surface      =equivalent height for new overlay asphaltic concrete surface layer. 

 (he) leveling laye =equivalent height for leveling layer surface.  

P   = wheel load.  

P1   =maximum vertical stress at depth (He)T . 

Po  = uniformly distributed circular load at the surface = tire pressure. 

Pow  =maximum vertical stress at old wearing surface pavement. 

Pob   =maximum vertical stress at old base course pavement. 

r  = radial distance from the centerline of the point load to another point.  

    z   =depth below an earth mass. 

    z                   = maximum vertical stress at a distance z below the center 

of circular loaded area. 
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دم إعا تغطي  قا المست سط لتحديد سمك الط تصميم رسوما بياني م
 الرصف القديم

ص:  مل
ى الطرق التى بهاا ثيرار  اا اارارار آالتوثات آالتاى ت ا   تحتاج إلى إعادة رصف الطرق التى 

رث ات آال ااقيرا   اتمي ا الطارقل  لاجا إعا  إعاادة رصاف  شاثت ل اج  الطارق باعاادة ثيرر  ا ال
اج  الطارق إاتب تط ريهاا  اى  رإيتا إعادة تغطرا   ناك  شاثتل آ ج  ال ى  تغ  ع تغطرتها  ا جيإي ل
رصااف الياايإب  تر  ل ااى الط ياا  ال ااطحر  اش اا  ت إنشاااى  يتاارا سع ااجا ال حاالل الطرإياا  اشآلااى تشاا

ى  يا  اش ا ا  إنشاى  يترا آلكا سع ت سإ اس اليايإب بداي إلالا  الط يا  ال اطحر  آالطرإي  اليانر  تش
ااا  ياا  تغطراا   ااا  ا حاااجر تد ااا  ياا  ت اااإ   ااا  م ااات ال رصااف الياايإبل آالط يتااا  تر  ل اش اا 

اات الناتعا  اا  رت اإجهاادات آاله ا ج  الط يات لتي تر ل  آت تمي  رث اات المر ان  اش   اا  ال سح
ااجا ال حاال تااب ا ااتميا برنااا   الك راااتر  ل آ ااى  او باا رآناا   ( Excel)الااى الحااي ال اا آنظرإاا  ال

اج   ك الط ياات ال اتمي   إعاادة تغطرا  الرصاف اليايإبل با اتميا  رإي     ط  لتحيإي   ش تن ا 
نا   إعادة تغط ك  يات الرصف ال ب ا إحيد   ص   .ر  الرصف الييإبالطرإي  إ تطرع ال

 


